Inspections

ne thing recent hurricanes and tropical storms have
XEYKLX YW MW XLI RIIH JSV GSHI GSQTPMERGI 7SQI
residents may have developed a new respect for codes
and ordinances after returning home from evacuation
ERH ½RHMRK XLIMV WLIH FPS[R E[E] MRXS XLI RIMKLFSV´W
]EVHSVEGVSWWXLIVSEH 3XLIVWQE]LEZII\TIVMIRGIH
this same impact to items they store outside in the yard.
Roadways, ditches and storm drains can be obstructIHF]QSVIXLERNYWXFPS[RSZIVXVIIWSVFVSOIRXVII
PMQFWHYVMRKLMKL[MRHW8VEWLGSRXEMRIVWERHFEWOIXFEPP
goals are a concern too. In an effort to reduce obstrucXMSRWERHWGEXXIVIHXVEWLXLI'MX]EWOWXLEX]SYRSXPIEZI
trash containers by the road after they are emptied and
XS OIIT FEWOIXFEPP KSEPW E[E] JVSQ VSEH[E]W 4VSTIVP]
storing these items now may better prepare you for the
RI\XWXSVQERHLIPTOIITXLIGMX]JVIISJSFWXVYGXMSRW
and litter.
3RI SJ XLI QER] SFNIGXMZIW SJ SYV GSHI IRJSVGIQIRXSJ½GIVWMWXSVIHYGIXLIEQSYRXSJNYROERHGPYXXIV
that sometimes can accumulate in our yards, as well as
reducing the amount of obstructions and scattered trash
XLVSYKLSYXXLI'MX]3XLIVSFNIGXMZIWSJXLIWITYFPMGSJ½cers are to enforce a variety of codes to include nuisance
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concerns, property maintenance, temporary signs, zoning
issues and even property assessments following a disaster
such as hurricanes and tropical storms.
'SHI )RJSVGIQIRX HSIWR´X NYWX JSGYW SR EIWXLIXics. Though, statistically, a clean and neat neighborhood
FIRI½XW F] TVSXIGXMRK TVSTIVX] ZEPYIW ERH HIGVIEWMRK
GVMQI XLIWISJ½GIVWEVIEPWSGSRGIVRIH[MXLXLIWEJIX]
and wellbeing of the public by being alert to obstructions
that could cause an accident, controlling pests that enable disease, and protecting our environment from illicit
discharge.
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Inspections

Hinesville’s code enforcement cases are generated
by complaints received or by observations in assigned
RIMKLFSVLSSHW -X MW XLI SJ½GIV´W HYX] XS EHHVIWW XLI
violation(s) by notifying the occupant or owner of the
TVSTIVX]PIXXLIQORS[[LEXXLI]RIIHXSHSXSGSVVIGX
the violation and allow a reasonable amount of time to
do so. Where some cities issue citations imposing an imQIHMEXI½RIJSVGIVXEMRZMSPEXMSRW
Hinesville issues courtesy notices
allowing the occupant or owner to
correct the violation without penEPX] ½VWX8LMW MW E QYGL JVMIRHPMIV
approach that has proven successful in our city. However, those who
fail to comply after receiving notices
from code enforcement may be
summoned to appear in municipal
court or may have a lien placed on
their property. Don’t let this happen
XS]SY 0IX´W[SVOXSKIXLIVJSVXLI
greater good.

We all have rights and responsibilities; whether as a
local government, property owner or tenant. We all need
XS[SVOXSKIXLIVEWEGSQQYRMX]XSWYTTSVXTVSXIGXERH
even enhance our quality of life in Hinesville. We should
each do our part to better Hinesville whether it is home
for a day or a lifetime.
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